
Work in Progress

Candiria

My love despises hate
And hate despises love
Catastrophic tone
Transforming the structures
In which we live
Activate the severed episodes
Different pose
Same physique

Which one in life does wisdom seek?
The ultimate utility
Disturbing the behaviors
In such ways that can't be reached
Unless the mold
Was cracked a thousand times
Enhancing the developments

Awaken

Infinite third eye expansion
This thing of ours
Holds
Stands
Firm
Steel foundation
Deep rooted
Fractured skulls are opened

The temperatures are rising
Motivate the self to form
Up from the down
Exhaust
Recycled norm
Unaware of the excrements

Slapping you down

Arrows spewing breathing evolution
Cycles astound
Plentiful
The years shall go on 365 days
Plant the seed
Planting the seeds
Tap in to the master kingdom

Comfort the seas
Essence of all the dynasties
Arms embracing
The rivers overflow
Weaving frames stronger
Than mountains
Iron whole

Sluggard
Lost all the glimmer in the eyes
Lacking luster
Gloating with intent
Parasite
Brittle



Vanished
They the vicious
An aftermath of visual sensations
Favoring the intelligence
Wandering in search of understanding

Columns of three
Parade
Increasing with the presence of degrees
Designate
Constant elevating
Mental state
Competing with the cattle
Sponge, soak, consume

An assortment of the
Many flavors that pursue
The suggested connection
Bursting into an emotional collapse
This thirst has reflection
Multiplied by all these things
All these keys
And all they bring
Unlock the doors to your excellence

I will inhale this green redemption
Fulfilling the true essence
Fall
Face first
In opposition
The stepping stone to progression

Radiate in this splendor
Ambition
Calculate the strategies
Disrupting the existence
Keeping the balances
Can you see my vision?

Take this stone
Pile of brick
My backbone unbreakable
Legions of demons in heat
My war is spiritual
Chasing on the heels of my

Charred feet
Seducing
Burning me with breath
The vinegar posture pours
It infests

Suffering
Within yourself

While the truth has you dying alone
Hate behind these eyes holds a destiny
I use the pain to fuel the fire inside
Your choices have you trapped

Where every step leads to a path
That has you back at the start
You might escape defeat



In a world out to get you
But the finger on the trigger is yours

If I come of one
Will you understand the depths of me?
Perceivable
I can only belong to the man in me
They no longer believe in a cause
They amputate
Persuasive speech to entice
The human flaws
I move to associate

We believe in the vision
We believe in the goals
We believe in the universe
And the hands that touch the soul
Persecuted for my gaping jaws
Bleeding the gums
Walking with the dogs
The ultimate reality sense of all strength
Heals the sores

Injustice prevents me
From the goals I set for me
Overwhelmed by boundaries
Power trips
Adversity
These demons fuck my mind
And have tried to suck my pride

Robbed me of my success
Driven me into unrest
But I shall not lie for them
Show them that I do intend
To exceed beyond the trends
Break the limits I've been sent
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